
       
  ACRES FOR AUROVILLE – REPORT FOR YEAR 2 (PHASE 2)  When we started A4A on August 15, 2014, we announced a phased land-fundraising action, initially targeting the Matrimandir Area and the International Zone. Encouraged by donor enthusiasm, we then went on to the next step. On Sri Aurobindo’s birthday 2015, we enlarged our action to target all 4 zones of the City Area with A4A PHASE 2.   The loyal collaboration of so many donors has made A4A Phase 2 a second great success! Phase 2’s year will end with:   -  over 300 donations  - the Mother’s Symbol Success Barometer almost completely golden and missing only 3 unfilled small inner petals.  This result is thanks to the dynamic collaboration and sincere commitment of all of Auroville International. Among Phase 2’s contributors are so many friends who have been touched by the AVI’s outreach actions. Just one example is the Matching Contribution campaign led by AVI-USA in conjunction with the friend who provided the matching funds. Associations such as Auromere and the Ashram School’s Golden Chain Fraternity continued their support into Phase 2, as did Ashramites and devotees of Sri Aurobindo & The Mother in India and around the world. Aurovilians have become regular contributors, and we warmly thank Jaya for her rousing calls to the community. Warm appreciation goes to Loretta and other friends who contribute the thank-you gifts sent to donors (A4A funds go only for land).  To date, A4A has financed the purchase of a vital plot near the Matrimandir and financed the associated costs of a plot acquired via a negotiated exchange. Our accounts to date hold reserves for approximately another 5 - 6 precious acres (at the Land Board’s accepted market price). While several landowners wish to sell their land, others wish to exchange. Our goal is to give the Land Board the means for purchase opportunities and for paying costs associated with acquisitions via exchange.  This year, Acres for Auroville (Aryadeep & Mandakini) together with GreenAcres (Sigrid) and the Art for Auroville Land action (Jasmin) created several land fundraising events of note: the Landing Auroville event in February, the premieres of Rakhal’s 3 inspiring films, Aravinda’s beautiful New Year’s card, Miriam’s AV Radio interviews with our team. Thanks go too to Angelo and Koteshwar for the COLAAP website’s enrichment, and Sathish and 150 dpi for their ongoing website management, and also to Swar and Maurice for the French versions of all our communications. We sincerely thank the Auroville and Ashram artists who donated their works for the auction (stay tuned for next February!)  Warmest appreciation goes to Jothi, LFAU’s Secretary, for her indispensable work for every aspect of all our actions.   On August 15th, and at the Land Board’s request, A4A will enlarge its action once again and launch A4A Phase 3: The City Area & Other Priority Plots. This will give the Land Board greater flexibility and responsiveness to protect the Matrimandir, the City Area, the zone around the City, as well as specific top-priority needs in the Greenbelt. The GreenAcres campaign will continue its crucial action and exclusive focus on the Greenbelt.  Acres for Auroville is a consecrated action to bring material support for securing Auroville’s physical body in line with the Mother’s Vision of the City of Dawn. We aim to support the Land Board in their crucial work. Together let’s make A4A Phase 3 another great success!  In solidarity, Mandakini LB, A4A co-organizer, and representing AVI 


